Allows users to access
information directly from
the core
Improves ability to meet
regulatory requirements
Automates processes
across the enterprise
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Decrease costs and increase
transparency across the entire bank
With OnBase by Hyland, users access documents from the same software and
technology they’re already familiar with, making existing investments more
powerful and people more productive.
By utilizing one of the industry’s most flexible and comprehensive enterprise
content management (ECM) products, the savings generated from automated
and accelerated business processes make your bank more profitable. And even
though you’ll never get rid of all that paper, you can stop letting it slow things
down, stop storing it and stop printing it.
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Automates paper-based processes to decrease costs
Using OnBase to capture documents and information electronically, you reduce
manual, paper-based inefficiencies in every department. Not only do you
save printing, shipping and storage costs, you also reduce the risk of theft or
damage to documentation.
With electronic documents and information saved in a secure, central
database, employees are able to locate what they need with a simple mouseclick. That means they have time to focus on higher-value tasks – like
helping customers.

Integrates to increase transparency and proactively comply
with regulations
Core banking platforms are necessary to do business, but they don’t always
integrate well with other systems. They’re also limited to handling banking
documents. That means they can’t manage operational and back office
documents, which are extremely important to everyday business.
Integrating OnBase with your organization’s core banking platform gives
users the ability to work with all the different types of documents – as well as
different file formats – they encounter daily.
With OnBase integrating all the software systems used across your bank and
its branches, you give them the ability to share information and communicate
with each other. No more information silos.
OnBase also streamlines your compliance efforts by providing automated
document retention and records management, audit trails, visibility into
processes and dashboard views into the lifecycles of documents. This greatly
decreases errors and preparation time for audits as well as removes the burden
of compliance from employees.
You can also grant regulators convenient, secure, web-based access to
the documentation they need, saving preparation time and decreasing
on-site visits.

Optimizes processes across the enterprise
Tailored for departments, OnBase has the ability to easily scale across the
enterprise. An annual release ensures it easily integrates with any new
technologies you invest in, because there’s nothing worse than buying
technology that you outgrow.
With OnBase, everyone at your bank is more effective. Costs go down, while
profits go up. And with work happening quicker and with less errors, your
customers are happier.
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“With OnBase we can manage
reports from our Open
Solutions core platform then
turn that data into meaningful
information – empowering us
to make the best decisions to
foster continuous growth.”
– Debbie Starkey, operations manager,
First Federal Savings Bank of Elizabethtown

